Host Brett says:
Summary: The Delphyne has gotten under way, bound for Breen space.  Operating under "grey mode", they hope to sneak past any Breen or Dominion ships they encounter.  Meanwhile, preparations for battle continue aboard.

Host Brett says:
<<<<Resume Mission - "The Last Dragon - Part 5>>>>

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::on the bridge at science one setting up a few databases::

CTO_K`Vas says:
:: at tactical :: CO : Captain all devices are inert, the computer will activate them with the command word.  All security teams have been apprised.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::on the bridge in her seat watching the viewscreen and listening to the bridge crew work::

EO_Knight says:
::in main engineering monitoring the warp field for grey mode.::

OPS_Keach says:
::at helm:: CO: I believe I have a course plotted Ma'am

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CTO: Thank you, Lt.

SO_So`Quon says:
::at the science console on the bridge ready to try some guesses at the data file password:: CNS: Ok...time to try a hand at this...

Host CO_K`Beth says:
OPS: Steady as she goes, Ensign.

OPS_Keach says:
CO: Shall I go to warp then?

CNS_Jakiel says:
::shifts in her seat, knowing they're going to Breen space and totally hates it.  Looks up at Quon::  SO:  What?  Oh...yes.  You've tried your password?

SO_So`Quon says:
::suddenly appears to be distracted somehow as his look seems to stare straight ahead, his thoughts extremely chaotic::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
OPS: Yes Ensign.  Take us to warp and keep us in grey mode.

CEO_Mash`ev says:
:: Exits office in Main Engineering, carrying a PADD and lost in thought. ::

OPS_Keach says:
CO: Aye  ::maintains current settings::

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
*CMO*: Some time in the near future ::pauses a bit at the irony of that comment::  I need to talk to you when we both have a chance.

SO_So`Quon says:
::pupils are dilated, gazing hopelessly into space::

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::closes her eyes and "checks-up" on little Hawkes:

CNS_Jakiel says:
::can't help 'touching' her mate, feeling very insecure about being anywhere near that species, the Breen.  Her thoughts are interrupted by odd emanations from Quon and she shakes his arm::  SO:  Quon!

CEO_Mash`ev says:
EO: Ensign, report.

SO_So`Quon says:
::snaps back to focus and he looks at Ariel:: CNS: Yes....? It's ok, I am fine. ::looks back at his console ready to try his first guess::

CNS_Jakiel says:
::narrows her eyes at him and whispers::  SO:  No...you weren't.  Are you forgetting who I am?  You've got to concentrate!  Don't you know we're in dangerous space?

SO_So`Quon says:
CNS: Yes....right. I know, which is why this has to be done. Now let's see...

EO_Knight says:
::steps back from his console and hand the CEO a Data PADD.:: *CEO: the stabilizing field on the core is in perfect working order.

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::senses that he is alright and over hears the CNS::

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::goes back to setting up new databases::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CTO: Anything on tactical sensors?

SO_So`Quon says:
CNS: ....maybe we should try that odd quote from Llewellyn's PADD....hmm ::types in "As my will, so mote it be" into the pass code space, without the quotes::

CTO_K`Vas says:
CO: Scanning captain  :: continues passive sweeps ::

Host Brett says:
Action: After inputting the phrase, the jumbled characters on the screen begin to rearrange themselves.  The process accelerates and soon words, numbers, symbols and schematics appear.  In about thirty seconds, the file is decrypted into several hundred pages of data.

CNS_Jakiel says:
SO:  Look!  ::points to the screen::

SO_So`Quon says:
::eyes blink, amazed the first guess was the right one:: Self: Profound.... CNS: Take a look at all of this...

CTO_K`Vas says:
::worries about his mate, knows her fear of the Breen.  Tries to reassure her with his thoughts ::

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::turns with surprise at the SO's outburst::

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
SO: What is it?

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::looks up:: CNS/SO: Have you found anything?

SO_So`Quon says:
CO: Captain....it seems we have struck...um, what's the saying.....pay dirt?

CEO_Mash`ev says:
:: Takes PADD in free hand so that he now has one PADD in each hand. ::  EO: Excellent work, ensign. Top notch. The captain has requested an engineer on the bridge at all times, we may have to rotate out and serve time on the bridge.

CNS_Jakiel says:
CO:  Yes sir!  ::catches herself::  I mean ma'am.

CTO_K`Vas says:
:: listens but keeps his eyes on the sensor sweeps ::

EO_Knight says:
::Nods.:: CEO: Understood sir.  Would you like first watch?

CMO_Hunter says:
*CSO*:: Of course, Everything’s all set down here whenever your ready

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::stands up and walks over to science and tries to look over their shoulders but is too short.  Ends up looking between them at the console instead:: CNS/SO: Well done.  Both of you.

SO_So`Quon says:
CNS: It's progress, but I am no speed reader. Unless we look for specifics, going over all of this data is gonna take awhile.

CNS_Jakiel says:
SO:  Oh, but look how long this is...  Maybe each of us can take half?

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::waits to see what all they have discovered::  *CMO*:If you have a moment you might could come to the bridge so that we can talk.

Host Brett says:
INFO: The file contains schematics on the Breen wormhole device, the ship that carries it as well as its likely location.  While the data will take hours to disseminate, it appears that there is more to the wormhole generator than was first believed.

CEO_Mash`ev says:
EO: Not particularly. I've stationed Ens Fixit there for the moment.

EO_Knight says:
CEO: Aye sir.

SO_So`Quon says:
::pulls up the Breen data file for all to see:: CO: Captain, what do you make of this device? Is this what we're after?

CMO_Hunter says:
*CSO*:: Of course

CMO_Hunter says:
::makes his way to the bridge::

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::links up with the file and looks at the parameters of the device::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::nods:: SO: That's it, Ensign.  ::looks it over quickly::

Host Brett says:
INFO: While Llewellyn's log mentioned that the device made use of Genesis technology and could open a stable wormhole seemingly at will, the data in the file indicates that the device is much, much more than that.  One image seems to be a type of warp core or engine or some sort.

CNS_Jakiel says:
Anyone:  There's a lot more to finding this wormhole.  Look at this part.  ::points to a section::

CEO_Mash`ev says:
EO: I need you here to jump in if there's a problem. You have more experience with grey mode than he does.

Host Brett says:
INFO: Corresponding notes label the engine as a small "reality" drive from a captured Prodigal scout ship.  As you read further, it becomes clear exactly how the Dominion was able to defeat the combined forces of the three largest entities in the Galaxy.

EO_Knight says:
::nods.:: CEO: I'll do my best.

CNS_Jakiel says:
SO/CO: We need the engineer to look at these specs.

SO_So`Quon says:
CSO/CNS/CO: Starfleet should have purged all data of the Genesis technology since the Mutara-Reliant disaster in the late 23rd century. Very bad the Dominion got their hands on it.

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
Self: Oh no...

CEO_Mash`ev says:
EO: I have fullest confidence in your abilities, Mr. Knight. And ::waves PADDs:: I'll be back as quickly as I can.

CEO_Mash`ev says:
:: Turns and heads for TL. ::

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::looks at the scans to see if there are any chronometric particles in the area::

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
SO: It looks like they got their hands on more than just that.

EO_Knight says:
::nods and turns back towards his console monitoring the ship's subspace and Radio emissions.::

CNS_Jakiel says:
SO/CO: What if we divide the data up.  Some of this looks more like engineering could handle it.  There's a lot of scientific data here besides.

SO_So`Quon says:
CSO: Indeed...a real doomsday device. ::looks over to K'Vas:: CO: Maybe tactical should study the makeup of this technology, perhaps find some tactical means to overcome it, or better, obtain it.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CNS: Download it onto PADDs for everyone.  Have one sent to Commander Mash'ev.

CTO_K`Vas says:
SO: Indeed.  Very good ensign.

Host Brett says:
INFO: Not only can the device be used to open a stable wormhole to any set of coordinates, but it also appears that the device can open a wormhole into any TIME.  Knowing what you do of the Prodigal's reality drives, it is feasible that it could be used to cross dimensions as well. 

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::sighs relief at not detecting anything::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::walks over to Sykora and speaks quietly:: CSO: Did you see the note about the Prodigals?  I'd like for you to study that part particularly.

SO_So`Quon says:
::looks back at the files, thinking of a thesis to present to the Federation Science Council on the dangers such technology presents to galactic balance of power::

CNS_Jakiel says:
::gathers up several PADDs for the departments::  SO:  Will all of this fit on a PADD or should we section it off and download it?

Host Brett says:
INFO: Using this device, the Dominion was able to send entire fleets into battle light years away at almost the same instant; take months to repair their ships and then send them into battle again only hours after they were first crippled.  Their enemies never had a chance.

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::nods to the CO::

CEO_Mash`ev says:
:: Exits TL on Bridge. ::  CTO: When you have a moment, I'd like to meet with you.

CNS_Jakiel says:
::continues reading over some of the data::  SO:  My gosh, this is dangerous stuff...even in the right hands!

CTO_K`Vas says:
:: looks up at the CEO: CEO: Of course commander how may I assist you?

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::sees the CEO:: CEO: Commander, good...I was just about to call you.  We have data for you to go over.

SO_So`Quon says:
CNS: I suggest partitioning the data into split-even sections. We can take which parts would be best suited to our individual skills.

CEO_Mash`ev says:
CTO: Maybe we can meet later?

CEO_Mash`ev says:
CO: Of course, captain.

CNS_Jakiel says:
::nods to Quon and continues reading, marking off a few sections, then starts to download to a PADD::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::overhears the SO:: SO: Good idea, Ensign...but make the full file accessible from the command, science, tactical and engineering stations on the bridge.

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::starts to make her own PADD with everything related to the Prodigals::

SO_So`Quon says:
::downloads a cut of the data detailing the reality drive in relation to its creation of the wormhole::

CTO_K`Vas says:
CEO: Yes commander.  I will be on station at this post all shift

SO_So`Quon says:
CO: Aye, captain. ::uploads the whole file for all bridge departments::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::looks around:: All: This information is to be highly classified.  I want you all to lock your PADDs with your personal security code.

EO_Knight says:
::begins recording all data pertaining to the subspace interference emanating from the ship into his PADD.::

CMO_Hunter says:
::enters the bridge::

CNS_Jakiel says:
::is busy with the PADDs::  SO:  You getting the data to the senior staff?

CEO_Mash`ev says:
:: Puts both PADDs in one hand, crosses to Eng station and downloads engineering schematics to another PADD. ::

CMO_Hunter says:
::gives a nod to the security officers and walks over to the CSO::

SO_So`Quon says:
CNS: It's already up on the network. I am making a list to see who has which section under study.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
All: The full files will be available here from the bridge only if you need to cross reference with another section.  I'd like to meet again in four hours in the conference room.

CTO_K`Vas says:
:: sets his PADD on the tactical station and begins the download.  Engineering specifications and tactical related data ::

CMO_Hunter says:
CSO:: What can I do for you love?

CNS_Jakiel says:
::smiles at Quon briefly, but still working on the PADDs::  SO:  You're efficient!

CEO_Mash`ev says:
CO: Aye, captain.

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::senses the CMO's approach and winces knowing she probably couldn't go to the ready room now but hopes to try as this was important.

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::tries to give him at least a brief smile::  CMO: Let me see if the CO would like me use her ready room for a moment.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::walks over to the SO.:: SO: Send the full file to my ready room also, please.  Captain's access only.

SO_So`Quon says:
::looks at his data:: CSO: I'm curious to see just how they managed to stabilize a large quantification of veteron particles into such a highly focused event horizon. ::smiles:: CNS: Thank you, counselor.

CMO_Hunter says:
::gives her a reassuring smile:: CSO:: Of course

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::walks over to the CO and asks quietly::  CO: Ma'am may I have use of your ready room for a conversation with my husband.

SO_So`Quon says:
CO: Yes, ma'am. ::transfers the full data to the RR with CO access priority::

CEO_Mash`ev says:
:: Leaves bridge and heads for Main Engineering. ::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CSO: Of course Commander.

Host Brett says:
Action: Four hours pass.

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::sitting in the chair she had had brought up for her going over the information from the decoded file::

EO_Knight says:
::hears a beeping noise behind him and turns to find a button flash on the console adjacent to him.::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::rubs her eyes tiredly from looking over the data for four hours straight and stands up to refill her coffee cup before meeting the senior staff in the conference room::

SO_So`Quon says:
Self: What I'd give to meet the Vorta scientists behind this... ::shaking his head at the revelations of the wormhole technology::

CTO_K`Vas says:
::walks into the conference room and takes a seat, PADD in hand ::

EO_Knight says:
::Taps his commbadge.:: *Bridge* : We should begin exhausting the Matter\Antimatter.

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::sees the time and makes her way to the conference room::

CEO_Mash`ev says:
:: Straightens, stretches, and cracks his back. ::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::walks over to the replicator and refills her cup.  Walks into the conference room and sees K'Vas and Sykora already there.::

SO_So`Quon says:
::doesn't want to tear his bleary eyes away from the data, but gets up anyways and follows the CSO::

CEO_Mash`ev says:
<EO_Fixit> *EO * Understood. Initiate exhaust sequence on your mark.

CNS_Jakiel says:
::still reading over the data, trying hard to understand some of the technical parts::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::hits her commbadge:: *CEO/CNS*: Report to the conference room please.

CTO_K`Vas says:
:: stands as the captain enters ::

SO_So`Quon says:
::stops and turns about shaking his head at Ariel:: CNS: You try too hard, Ariel. Come, it's time to take a break and meet the captain.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CTO: Take your seat, Lt. ::walks to the front of the table::

CEO_Mash`ev says:
EO: Wish me luck...

EO_Knight says:
*EO_Fixit*: Roger, on my mark 4,3,2,1.... Mark.

CEO_Mash`ev says:
:: Heads for TL. ::

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::takes a seat exhausted::

CEO_Mash`ev says:
<EO_Fixit> *EO*: Mark, aye. Exhaust sequence engaged.

Host Brett says:
Action: The purging process begins, but a problem is discovered.  One vent seems to be jammed.  Until it is freed, the process will take nearly twice as long.

CTO_K`Vas says:
:: sits back down:: *TO*: Lieutenant take over tactical, watch for any contacts, remember passive sensors only

SO_So`Quon says:
::waving her over, waits for Jakiel to pull herself from her station and enter the conference room::

CNS_Jakiel says:
SO:  What?  Oh, okay.  ::gets up slowly, but brings a PADD with her, continuing to read::

CEO_Mash`ev says:
<EO_Fixit>: CSO/CTO: Grey mode exhaust sequence initiated.

TO_Re`Volos says:
*CTO*: Aye Sir.  ::heads to the Bridge::

EO_Knight says:
::watches the tanks slowly empty.:: *CEO*: Sir, we have a situation.

SO_So`Quon says:
::chuckles seeing her move:: CNS: If I weren't mistaken, I'd say you're suffering from a case of workaholicism. ::smirks::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::looks around the room, still standing at the head of the table:: All: I know that four hours is not enough to go through all of the data but let's regroup and find out what we have found so far.

CEO_Mash`ev says:
*EO*: What is it, ensign?  :: Steps off TL. ::

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
*SO Williams*: Keep a sharp eye with us venting and shut it down if there are any signs of it being detected.

EO_Knight says:
*CEO*: The containers are not emptying fast enough.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CSO: Commander?

SO_So`Quon says:
::ducks inside the conference room just in time to catch K'Beth's first words::

CNS_Jakiel says:
::smiles briefly and takes a seat, motioning for K'Vas to sit beside her::

SO_So`Quon says:
::takes his seat near Sykora::

TO_Re`Volos says:
::arrives on the Bridge and continues to monitor the passive tactical scans for contacts::

CTO_K`Vas says:
::moves over next to his mate ::

CEO_Mash`ev says:
*EO*: That's not what I need to hear as I'm headed to a staff meeting.

EO_Knight says:
*EO_Fixit*: The containers aren't emptying at optimal pace.  What's going on?

CEO_Mash`ev says:
<EO_Fixit> *EO *: The exhaust system appears to be .. jammed. Restart sequence is getting no response.

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
CO: Ma'am I believe we have found our way home. ::knows they both know what that means as far as the temporal directive::  Some how the Breen have manage to incorporate Prodigal technology that allowed the Dominion forces to move with ease through time and dimensions to defeat the major powers of the surrounding space.

CEO_Mash`ev says:
:: Enters conference room. ::  CO: Sorry I am late, captain. There's a .. problem with the grey mode.

EO_Knight says:
*EO_Fixit\CEO*: Sir. I'm going to have to manually release the vent.

CTO_K`Vas says:
CO: Captain, the reality engine in the data would appear to be the key to both problems.  Both defeating the Dominion and returning to our reality

CTO_K`Vas says:
:: listens to the CEO ::

CEO_Mash`ev says:
*EO* I'll be right there, ensign. Don't start without me.

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::wonders what the CEO is referring to::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::hears the EO's voice over the CEO's commbadge as he entered:: CEO: Commander...if we need to drop out of grey mode tell us and we'll find a safe harbor.

CNS_Jakiel says:
::lays a hand on her mate's arm and smiles at him, extremely happy to have this information::  CTO:  Maybe we will get home.

CEO_Mash`ev says:
CO: Captain, I need to excuse myself for just a moment. I was just made aware of this and need to investigate further.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CEO: Of course, Commander.  Send me your report on what you found in the data when you can.

CEO_Mash`ev says:
CO: Aye, captain.  :: Runs out the door. ::

SO_So`Quon says:
::looks at Ariel thinking that its not that simple....it never is::

CTO_K`Vas says:
CO: Captain if there is a problem with Grey Mode I suggest we make random course corrections to avoid detection

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::nods:: CO: I agree

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::turns back to the group:: All: Let's wait and see what the problem is.  If needed, we will make the course adjustments that you suggest, Lt. K'Vas.

CEO_Mash`ev says:
:: Runs for TL, headed to Main Engineering. ::

CEO_Mash`ev says:
*EO Knight/Fixit* Go ahead and start a diagnostic. Maybe we can get this corrected without having to drop out of warp.

EO_Knight says:
::Paces engineering waiting for the CEO, while spying a nearby EVA suit.::

EO_Knight says:
*CEO*: Aye sir.   Running Level 1 Diagnostics.

SO_So`Quon says:
::wonders if he'll be called upon to give a lecture on the dynamic of the reality drive and the wormhole::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CTO: You said that this device creates both the wormhole and a temporal hole?

CEO_Mash`ev says:
<EO_Fixit>: *EO*: I'll monitor the pressure in the tank. We're able to release some so it should not be a problem.

EO_Knight says:
::turns to the matter exhaust systems and begins running the requested tests.::

CTO_K`Vas says:
CO: Yes captain.  That is how the Dominion are winning battles, sending fully repaired ship to the exact same moment in time and space.  Perhaps even ships from other times

Host CO_K`Beth says:
SO: What is your take on this engine?  You've studied that section, correct?

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::has a thought but saves it for the CO after the meeting::

CEO_Mash`ev says:
:: Exits TL, enters Main Engineering. ::  EO: Ok, ensign. Let's see what's going on.

SO_So`Quon says:
CO: Yes, ma'am. Not only does it utilize advanced technology to create a stable wormhole or a temporal rift, but I believe it is also capable of inter-dimensional shifting too.

EO_Knight says:
:::steps aside to the auxiliary systems and begins monitoring the exhaust levels.:: CEO: It appears one of the vents jammed and restarting the sequence isn’t shaking it loose.

CNS_Jakiel says:
::listens to everyone, trying to follow as best she can and feeling a little useless::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::looks around:: All: If we use this device to get back to our own time...can we destroy it from there?

CEO_Mash`ev says:
:: Rubs eyes. ::  Self: When it rains...  EO: Good work, ensign. We've got to get that vent system open. It looks like you've already tried just about everything.

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
CO: At this point I am no for sure.

EO_Knight says:
::sighs deeply.:: CEO: Sir, recommend we come "all stop" and begin repairs on the vent.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
All: Any suggestions or comments at this point?

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
CO: I have a thought...

Host CO_K`Beth says:
CSO: Yes Commander.

SO_So`Quon says:
::looks at Sy with intrigue::

CEO_Mash`ev says:
EO: You've been looking at this longer than I have. I'm prepared to back you up on this.

CEO_Mash`ev says:
:: Looks over diagnostics once more, looking for a different option. ::

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
CO: Why if a Prodigal ship was taken captive did not the Prodigals come and stop them from ever taking it in the first place?  And since the Dominion is already tempering with the timeline I think we can forget about our worries of violating the directive.

EO_Knight says:
CEO: Sir, we don't have any other option.  The longer this takes the more likely the ship is to be detected by enemy sensors.

CEO_Mash`ev says:
*CO*: Captain, we can't ventilate grey mode properly right now. We need to drop out of warp and come to a full stop so we can start repairs right away.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::hits her commbadge:: *CEO*: Understood, Commander.  Can we go a little further until we find a safe place to stop or do we need to stop immediately?

SO_So`Quon says:
::is kind of lost with this Prodigal race, but not with their technology, not after the last four hours::

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::over hears the com to the CO and orders Williams to look for a nearby nebula or star system::

CEO_Mash`ev says:
*CO* Captain, the longer we have a slow leak the greater our chances of being detected.

EO_Knight says:
::overhears the Captain.:: *CEO\CO*: The tanks will rupture if we continue at our current speed, slowing would solve that but we would still be leaving a long trail of gas leading to us.

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
<SO Williams> ::looks for nearby nebulas and star systems::

SO_So`Quon says:
CSO: They probably have their own agenda with the Dominion... ::shrugs at his guess::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
*CEO*: All right Commander...we'll come to a complete stop.

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
SO: A possibility

Host CO_K`Beth says:
All: I'd like for everyone to write up their views and speculations on this in a report.  In the meantime we need to deal with this emergency.  Meeting adjourned. ::exits out onto the bridge::

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::exits to the bridge::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
TO: Anything on the sensors?

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
<SO Williams> CO: There is nothing nearby to hide in.

CEO_Mash`ev says:
EO: Ok, we're going to have to get to work on this right away.

TO_Re`Volos says:
CO: Nothing is indicated Captain.

SO_So`Quon says:
::goes back to his station relieving Williams::

EO_Knight says:
::Looks over at a EVA suit:: CEO: Aye.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
OPS: Bring us to an all stop, Ensign.

OPS_Keach says:
CO: Aye, All stop  ::punches his keys to cut the engines::

CEO_Mash`ev says:
:: Looks over to where the EO is looking. ::   EO: How are you at zero-G, ensign?

CNS_Jakiel says:
::returns to the bridge, and starts reading again, but feels there's so much she doesn't understand...::

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
::monitors the grey mode at full stop::

EO_Knight says:
::Monitors the subspace disruption as they exit warp.::

CTO_K`Vas says:
:: exits to the bridge and back to tactical :: TO: I am relieving you at this post. Continue scanning for contacts at tactical station 2

SO_So`Quon says:
::scans out the farthest sensors will allow::

TO_Re`Volos says:
::nods to the CTO and moves over to the Auxiliary Tac Station::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
::walks slowly back and forth in front of her chair watching the viewscreen:: *CEO*: Estimate time for repairs?

CTO_K`Vas says:
SO: Ensign remember passive scans only in grey mode

SO_So`Quon says:
CTO: Understood, sir. ::tries not to push beyond the stealth envelope with the sensor array::

CEO_Mash`ev says:
*CO*: About an hour, captain.

EO_Knight says:
::Enters the Airlock above Cargo-bay 8 and begins putting on an EVA.::

Host CO_K`Beth says:
*CEO*: ::not liking the time they are sitting there:: All right Commander, any time you can shave off of that will be greatly appreciated.

CEO_Mash`ev says:
*EO*: I'm ordering CPO Higgins to suit up as well, ensign. If you need any more assistance just say the word.

EO_Knight says:
*CEO\CO*: Understood.  I'm all dressed and ready to impress.

CSO_Tarrez-Hunter says:
*CEO*: Are we still venting?

CEO_Mash`ev says:
*CO* Understood, captain. EO Knight and CPO Higgins are suiting up.

Host CO_K`Beth says:
OPS: Put the aft hull camera on the viewscreen. ::figures they might as well watch the show::

OPS_Keach says:
CO: ::sets up the viewscreen to view the repairs:: Aye

SO_So`Quon says:
::would much rather watch the passive sensor sweeps, just in case::

Host Brett says:
<<<<Pause>>>>


